
Just Keep Jamming

Anuhea

I've wasted so much time
Spinning round in circles in the darkest place
To find the light

But I know to keep it up
I need to find my place
No need to speed it up
People looking up to me for guide
I gotta get some ground for my heart and mind

Just keep jamming on
Don't worry bout the road ahead
Or think about the past behind you
Just keep jamming on
We have the strength inside to keep on jamming on

Don't go wasting time
Just keep jamming

Keep that chin up even when it falls
Even if a tear is coming let it flow
Just don't look down

Cause you know you gotta keep it up
You need to need to
You need to find a way to fill your cup
And I know it can be hard sometimes
But you got to keep it moving

Just keep jamming on
Don't worry bout the road ahead
Or think about the past behind you
Just keep jamming on

We have the strength inside to keep on jamming on

We'll figure it out as we go
And we're gonna make mistakes for sure
But we just keep jamming

Speak and believe we can still touch the horizon
Like flying kota I te rangi watch us flying
It's only the beginning it ain't the end
We fall we stand up, no matter where it'll get rough
Touch lives, we keep the fires
We gonna make it to the the mauna top
Even though you're going through the fire
You may think that you're solo
You're not alone, hey
Reach out and grab a hand you got the power

But I know I need to keep it up
I need to find my place
No need to speed it up
Everybody's got it hard sometimes
We gotta keep it focused on a positive mind
Just keep jamming
You gotta keep on jamming



And you gotta know
You're not alone, yeah
No you're not alone
No you're never alone
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